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For Arjan: my Mentor 

It was a lazy summer afternoon
calling the day off
he was resting

contemplating a nap
Just then he was disturbed

by constant chirping
inquisitive,

he looked around
Unable to find the source
he turned in his nest

to find the little hatchling
craving for his attention
He took it under his wings

nurtured it,
caressed it,

and fed it every day
The nestling was developing

and he worked hard
to protect it,

and watch it grow
Now it has feathers

and a tail,
he wants it to fly

but it’s a strange fledgling!
Scared, confused

not wanting to explore,
or expand,

not ready to leave his nest
Patiently, he tries

teaching it
to fend for itself,

preparing it to face the world
And one day

he pushed it out of the nest
telling it to believe,
it took a leap of faith
and off it flew!!!!

Rama Kataria
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